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Abstract This paper studies the influence of free riding
on enterprise product pricing and carbon emissions
reduction investment, as well as the contract design to
achieve supply chain coordination under the carbon trading
mechanism. First, we discuss the situation where carbon
emissions reduction investment affects the product price
and income. It demonstrates that the optimal investment of
the upstream manufacturer increases with the degree of the
free riding of the downstream manufacturer. The upstream
manufacturer can improve their carbon reduction invest-
ment and the whole supply chain achieves Pareto
improvement when the investment cost sharing contract
is introduced. Nevertheless, under the cost-sharing contract
the optimal investment of the decentralized supply chain is
still lower than that of the centralized supply chain, and
only in some particular cases can the two types of supply
chain achieve equal total profits. Then, we preliminarily
explore the situation where the product price and income is
influenced by carbon emissions reduction investment. The
consequences indicate that the optimal investment of the
upstream manufacturers in this situation is less than the
former one’s, and the transfer payment mechanism is able
to improve the level of the supply chain overall carbon
emissions-reduction. Moreover, compared to the former
situation, the effects of free riding of the downstream
manufacturer are even more serious. The conclusions can
provide some intellectual support for manufacturing
enterprises to make reasonable emissions reduction
strategies and coordinate the supply chain existing in free
riding.

Keywords: carbon emissions reduction, free riding,
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1 Introduction

At present, the national governments, enterprises and
scholars have formed a consensus that the greenhouse
effect caused by carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas
emissions is the culprit for global warming and extreme
climate, and the carbon emissions generated by humans in
economic activities is the most important cause of the
greenhouse effect. Carbon emission reduction is impera-
tive.
Enterprises, critical human economic activity, play an

important role in the responsibility for climate change in a
low carbon environment. In the face of pressure from
government policy-makers, customer spending habits,
preference behavior change and so on, enterprises make
an effort to pursue the economic efficiency and at the same
time need to reduce carbon emissions. The emergence of
the carbon trading market makes it that quotas for carbon
emissions, undifferentiated goods, generated in production,
can be traded nationally and internationally, between
enterprises, which eliminates geographical boundaries
and brings new opportunities to businesses. To obtain
new competitive advantages with the background of a low
carbon economy, many enterprises gradually consider the
optimal operation strategy under carbon regulations and
trade, such as Tesco of Britain, Walmart and Dell of the US,
Haier of China, which have already achieved preliminary
results.
According to the research of Caro, Corbett, Tan, and

Zuidwijk (2013), Nayak and Kumar (2006), Koomen
(2012), Xie and Zhao (2013) and Wang and Zhao (2014),
the enterprises in a supply chain that implement carbon
emission reduction can affect their own carbon emissions
but can also impact the emissions at upstream or down-
stream companies. A typical product goes through
numerous manufacturing and transportation stages oper-
ated by a number of companies in a supply chain. Each firm
can invest in reducing emissions in its own operations but
can also affect the emissions at upstream or downstream
companies by changing a product’s dimensions, form,
flexibility, strength, required storage conditions, durability,
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etc. Some firms can affect others’ emissions by collabora-
tion, coordination, information sharing, or even simply by
leveraging their economic power. For example, enterprises
in the supply chain may be free riding of others’ carbon
emissions reduction investment.
Based on the above background, this paper studies the

optimal decisions and supply chain coordination problems
when the upstream firm, in the face of free riding of the
downstream firm, invests in carbon emissions reduction.
Due to the free riding, behavior may affect the enthusiasm
of upstream enterprise’s carbon emissions reduction
investment and the whole effect to reduce emissions; it
has practical significance to investigate the impact of free
riding on enterprise product pricing and carbon emissions
reduction investment, as well as the contract design to
achieve supply chain coordination under the carbon trading
mechanism.

2 Literature review

The available literature associated with this article mainly
focuses on the enterprises’ production operation adjust-
ment and the supply chain coordination under the policy of
carbon regulation and the free riding problems’ contract
coordination in the supply chain, etc.
The representative literatures concentrating on the

enterprises’ production operation adjustment under the
policy of carbon regulation are as follows. Cachon (2014)
studied how a retailer’s downstream distribution networks
in a supply chain to meet carbon emissions constraints as
well as minimizes the cost of operation and consumption.
Du, Dong, Liang, and Zhang (2009) investigated the effect
of emissions permits and carbon cap-and-trade mechanism
on emissions dependency enterprise production strategies.
Zhang, Nie, and Du (2011) researched the manufacturer’s
optimal production strategy under the stochastic demand
and carbon cap-and-trade mechanism. He and Ma (2011)
established the enterprise’s production and storage optimi-
zation decision model under the control of carbon
emissions by using the theory of storage methods. Hua,
Cheng, and Wang (2011) systematically studied the
enterprise management of their carbon footprint under the
carbon cap-and-trade mechanism and analyzed in detail the
impact of the carbon cap and carbon price of order
quantities and carbon emissions of the enterprise. Benjaa-
far, Li, and Daskin (2010) investigated the ways of
adjusting the operations to reduce carbon emissions and
the influence of cooperation to cost and reducing carbon
emissions. Xia, Zhao, He, and Li (2014) considered the
effect of carbon emissions reduction on demand in the
process of production and investigated the game of
emission reduction between manufacturers and suppliers
when the carbon trade and carbon emissions constraints are
integrated into the enterprise profit function. Ma, Song, and
Chen (2014) studied the optimal pricing and carbon

emissions strategies of a low carbon product of a single
enterprise in a carbon trading system based on the quota
system.
The representative literature focusing on the supply

chain coordination under the policy of carbon regulations
are as follows. Du, Ma, Fu, Zhu, and Zhang (2015) studied
the possibility of coordination between an emissions
dependent manufacturer and an emissions permit supplier
in a supply chain under the carbon cap-and-trade mechan-
ism. Chaabane, Ramudhin, and Paquet (2012) studied the
design of a sustainable supply chain under the carbon cap-
and-trade mechanism. Shi and Zhao (2013) studied the
supply chain coordination with three different situations in
a monopoly and a high emissions supplier and an oligarch
manufacturers’ industry structure. Benjaafar, Li, and
Daskin (2013) added carbon emissions constraints to the
classic production model and tested the adjustment of the
supply chain procurement and production plan under
carbon emissions constraints. They indicated that by
production adjustment and coordination of supply chain
members’ carbon emissions fall sharply and on this
premise no significant increase in cost can be achieved.
Li and Zhao (2014, 2015) studied the problem of supply
chain coordination under a low carbon background. Xu,
Zhao, and Yuan (2015) discussed differential pricing and
the coordination mechanism of a supply chain with a low
carbon and two ordinary products manufacturers and a
retailer of a two-stage supply chain system as their research
object.
The representative literature concerning free riding

problems’ contract coordination in a supply chain are as
follows, Carlton and Chevalier (2001) studied the free
riding phenomena that consumers accept service from the
brick-and-mortar retailers, but purchase products by net-
work channels and the manufacturers’ ways of controlling
free riding behavior, such as pricing and the restriction of
available supply to Internet websites. Xing and Liu (2012)
studied sales effort coordination for a supply chain with
one manufacturer and two retail channels, where an online
retailer offers a lower price and free rides a brick-and-
mortar retailer’s sales effort.Ai, Ma, Chen, and Tang (2011)
analyzed the relationship characteristics of decision making
behavior for price and service with performance through
modeling a traditional retailer channel and a manufacturer’s
E-channel, resulting in identifying the impacts of compe-
titive pricing and service free-riding on the performance.
Furthermore, the three-tariff range for coordination and the
influence of price competition and service free-riding on
the coordination mechanism are explored, which provides a
basic logistical basis for implementation of the coordina-
tion mechanism. Ding and Liu (2013) analyzed the optimal
prices of dual channels for the entire supply chain and the
competing equilibrium of various dual structures through
modeling on dual channels, and studied the application of
the revenue sharing contracts in various dual channel
structures when a free riding problem exists. Xu and Liu
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(2014) studied the information free-riding behavior of the
direct-sale channel on the internet controlled by one
manufacturer to the traditional retail channel controlled
by one retailer in one dual-channel supply chain (DCSC).
One buy-back plus information service subsidy contract is
put forward to coordinate this DCSC by using the contract
theory. The numerical simulation demonstrates the reason-
ability of the proposed models and feasibility of the
coordinative contracts.
In conclusion, the existing research mainly focuses on

the influence of different policies of carbon regulations to
enterprises’ production operation adjustment, the design of
the low carbon supply chain coordination mechanism, the
coordination of the free riding problem in the supply chain
when traditional channels and electronic channels coexist,
etc. Few people have investigated the free riding problem
and the coordination of the problem when upstream and
downstream enterprises are reducing carbon emissions in
the environment of a low carbon economy. The coordina-
tion of free riding behavior for enterprises in an investment
to reduce emissions can enhance the enterprise’s incentive
to reduce emissions, but can also be of great significance in
improving the mechanism of carbon trading, reducing
carbon emissions in the supply chain by making full use of
the carbon trading market. Therefore, this paper investi-
gates the impact of free riding on an enterprise’s product
pricing and carbon emissions reduction investment, as well
as the contract design to achieve supply chain coordination
under the carbon trading mechanism on the basis of
existing research.

3 Model descriptions

This paper considers a simple supply chain containing an
upstream and a downstream enterprise. Products manufac-
turing successively goes through two stages including the
upstream manufacturer M1 and the downstream manufac-
turer M2. The game between upstream and downstream
manufacturers is the Stackelberg one, where the upstream
manufacturer is the leader and the downstream manufac-
turer is the follower. Considering the carbon trading market
environment and facing the pressure from the government
to reduce carbon emissions, enterprises determine the
products’ price and output and carbon emissions reduction
investment. Carbon emissions reducing actions will
produce a mutual influence between enterprises. When
the upstream enterprise invests to reduce emissions, the
downstream enterprise can accordingly reduce its carbon
emissions without paying the additional cost and effort. In
reality, in order to achieve a certain extent of reduction in
carbon emissions, the upstream firm invests in reducing
emissions by changing a product’s dimensions, form,
flexibility, strength, required storage conditions, durability,
etc. The downstream firm is likely to be free riding on the
upstream firm. Based on above cases, this article is mainly

to study how to carry out issues in cooperation to reduce
carbon emissions of the supply chain.
For the study of convenience, this paper made the

following assumptions as shown in Table 1.
(1) Products belong to necessities and the market is an

imperfect competitive one. Product demand is a linear
function of the price.
(2) The inventory products between the two companies

are zero.
(3) Carbon emissions per unit product are constant under

the condition of a certain technology.
(4) The upstream enterprise knows the existing free

riding opportunity of the downstream one, when the
upstream enterprise makes investment to reduce emissions.
(5) Investment to reduce emissions cannot influence the

production cost of the product.
(6) The emissions reduction rate is the monotone

increasing function of investment to reduce emissions
and the marginal reduction rate decreases with the increase
of investment to reduce emissions.
(7) The carbon quota that the government allocates in a

single cycle is an exogenous variable and cannot move to
the next cycle.
(8) The downstream enterprise’s cost change caused by

the change of the production process and operation because
of the upstream enterprise providing product changes in
shape or property can be negligible.
(9) The carbon price is determined by the carbon trading

market and is an exogenous variable.
Here are some simple equations in Table 1:
The equation of market demand and price is

Q ¼ N – bp: (1)

The equation of emissions reduction rate of carbon
emissions reduction investment of the manufacturer M1 is

hM1
– h#M1

hM1

¼ f Ið Þ ¼ 2m
ffiffi
I

p
(2)

The equation of emissions reduction rate of carbon
emissions reduction investment of the manufacturer M2 is

hM2
– h#M2

hM2

¼ g Ið Þ ¼ 2n
ffiffi
I

p
(3)

Obviously, consistent with the previous research and
assumption (6), f(I) and g(I) satisfy.

f #ðIÞ > 0, f }ðIÞ<0, g#ðIÞ > 0, g}ðIÞ<0,
f′(I)>0 and g′(I)>0 indicate that emissions reduction rate is
the increasing function of carbon emissions reduction
investment. f′′(I)< 0 and g′′(I)< 0 indicate that emissions
reduction rate is the convex function of carbon emissions
reduction investment.
NC, C and SNC respectively are denoted as decentra-

lized decision making, centralized decision-making and
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decentralized decision making under the investment cost-
sharing contract.

4 Model analyses

4.1 The decentralized channel case

Under decentralized decision-making, two manufacturers
make decisions in order to maximize respective profit as
the goal. It assumes that the manufacturer M1 is the leader
and the manufacturer M2 is the follower. Therefore,
manufacturer M1 first determines the wholesale price and
carbon emissions reduction investment, then, manufacturer
M2 decides the retail price according to the decision of
manufacturer M1.
The profit function of manufacturer M1 is as follow.

πM1
¼ ðω – cM1

ÞðN – bpÞ
– pc½EM1

þ h#M1
ðN – bpÞ – ZM1

� – I (4)

The first part of the right side of the Eq. (4) shows the
total earnings of manufacturer M1 when it sells products to
manufacturer M2. The second part of the right side of the
Eq. (4) denotes the earnings obtained by the carbon trading
of manufacturer M1. When EM1

þ h#M1
ðN – bpÞ<ZM1

, man-
ufacturer M1 will produce the carbon trading earnings.
Otherwise, manufacturer M1 will carry the carbon trading
cost. The third part of the right side of the Eq. (4)

demonstrates the carbon emissions reduction cost when
manufacturer M1 reduces carbon emissions.
The profit function of manufacturer M2 is as follow.

πM2
¼ ðp –ω – cM2

ÞðN – bpÞ
– pc½EM2

þ h#M2
ðN – bpÞ – ZM2

� (5)

The first part of the right side of the Eq. (5) shows the
total earnings of manufacturer M2 when it sells products
to the upstream manufacturer. The second part of the
right side of the Eq. (5) denotes the earnings obtained
by the carbon trading of manufacturer M2. When
EM2

þ h#M2
ðN – bpÞ<ZM2

, manufacturer M2 will produce
the carbon trading earnings. Otherwise, manufacturer M2

will carry the carbon trading cost.
Using the backward induction method to solve the

model, first order vπM2
=vp ¼ 0, get p*NC. Then substitute

p*NC into the Eq. (4) and command vπM1
=vω ¼ 0, get

p*NC ¼ 3N þ bðcM1
þ pch#M1

þ cM2
þ pch#M2

Þ
4b

(6)

ω*
NC ¼ N – bðcM2

þ pch#M2
– cM1

– pch#M1
Þ

2b
(7)

Substitute p*NC and ω*
NC into Eq. (4), then obtain the

derivative of πM1
to I.

Table 1

The Related Variables and Their Meanings

Variables Meanings

EMi
Fixed carbon emissions of the manufacturer Mi, which has nothing to do with the product yield, i = 1, 2

Q Market demand

N Capacity of the market

b Demand price sensitive coefficient

cMi
The cost of production per unit product for the manufacturer Mi, i = 1, 2

hMi
The initial carbon emissions of production per unit product for the manufacturerMi when they do not invest to reduce emissions, i = 1, 2

h#Mi
The carbon emissions of production per unit product for the manufacturer Mi, when they invest to reduce emissions, i = 1, 2

pc The unit price of carbon dioxide

ω The wholesale price

p The retail price

πMi
The profit of the manufacturer Mi, i = 1, 2

I Investment to reduce emissions of the manufacturer Mi, i = 1, 2

πC The joint profit of the two manufacturers under centralized decision making

ZMi
Carbon quota that the government allocates to the manufacturer Mi, i = 1, 2

m The sensitive coefficient of emissions reduction rate of carbon emissions reduction investment of the manufacturer M1

n The sensitive coefficient of emissions reduction rate of carbon emissions reduction investment of the manufacturer M2
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vπM1

vI
¼ 2f½N – bðcM1

þ pchM1
þ cM2

þ pchM2
Þ� þ 2bpcðmhM1

þ nhM2
Þ ffiffi

I
p gbpcðmhM1

þ nhM2
Þ

8b
ffiffi
I

p – 1

The second derivative of πM1
to I is

v2πM1

vI2
¼ pcðmhM1

þ nhM2
Þ½N – bðcM1

þ pchM1
þ cM2

þ pchM2
Þ�

8
ffiffiffiffi
I3

p < 0,

so πM1
can get the maximal value when

vπM1

vI
¼ 0.

Therefore, order
vπM1

vI
¼ 0, then obtain the optimal carbon

emissions reduction investment of manufacturer M1 under
decentralized decision making.

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I*NC

q
¼ pcðmhM1

þ nhM2
Þ½N – bðcM1

þ pchM1
þ cM2

þ pchM2
Þ�

4 – 2bp2cðmhM1
þ nhM2

Þ2 (8)

Theorem 1. (1) I*NC increases with the increase of m and
n. (2) p*NC decreases with the increase of m and n. (3) ω*

NC

decreases with the increase of m and increases with the
increase of n.
Proof. It is easy to prove by comparing the relationship

of I*NC, p
*
NC,ω

*
NC and m, n.

Theorem 1 shows that, the carbon emissions reduction
investment of manufacturer M1 increases with the increase
of the sensitive coefficient of emissions reduction rate of
carbon emissions reduction investment of manufacturerM1

and manufacturer M2. The higher the emissions reduction
rates of the manufacturers are, the higher the carbon
emissions reduction investment. However, slightly con-
trary to our expectation, the carbon emissions reduction
investment of manufacturer M1 increases with the increase
of n that can be used as measuring the degree of free riding

of the downstream manufacturer. By observing the
changing circumstance of p*NC and ω*

NC with the changing
of m and n, we can conclude that the wholesale price of
manufacturer M1 and the retail price of manufacturer M2

increase with the increase of the sensitive coefficient of the
emissions reduction rate of the carbon emissions reduction
investment of manufacturerM2 under the action of the price
mechanism. That is to say, the situation existing in the price
mechanism, although the downstream manufacturer is free
riding on the carbon emissions reduction investment of the
upstream manufacturer to reduce emissions, the upstream
manufacturer will ignore the free riding behavior and make
full use of this opportunity of carbon emissions reduction to
decrease emissions.
The optimal profit of manufacturerM1 and manufacturer

M2 and the total profit of the supply chain are as follows.

πNC
*

M1
¼

½N – bðcM2
þ pchM2

ð1 – 2n
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I*NC

q
Þ þ cM1

þ pchM1
ð1 – 2m

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I*NC

q
ÞÞ�2

8b
– pcEM1

– I*NC þ pcZM1

(9)

πNC
*

M2
¼

½N – bðcM2
þ pchM2

ð1 – 2n
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I*NC

q
Þ þ cM1

þ pchM1
ð1 – 2m

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I*NC

q
ÞÞ�2

16b
– pcEM2

þ pcZM2

(10)

π*NC ¼
3½N – bðcM2

þ pchM2
ð1 – 2n

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I*NC

q
Þ þ cM1

þ pchM1
ð1 – 2m

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I*NC

q
ÞÞ�2

16b
– pcðEM1

þ EM2
Þ – I*NC þ pcðZM1

þ ZM2
Þ

(11)
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4.2 The centralized channel case

Under centralized decision-making, the manufacturers M1

and M2 will make a decision as a whole. They determine
the product retail price and carbon emissions reduction
investment with the goal of maximizing the profit of the
whole supply chain.
The profit function of the whole supply chain is as

follow.
πC ¼ ðp – cM1

– cM2
ÞðN – bpÞ

– pc½EM1
þ h#M1

ðN – bpÞ – ZM1
�

– IC – pc½EM2
þ h#M2

ðN – bpÞ – ZM2
� (12)

The first part of the right side of the Eq. (12) shows the
total earnings of the whole supply chain when it sells
products to the downstream firm. The second part of the
right side of the Eq. (12) denotes the earnings obtained by
the carbon trading of manufacturer M1. When
EM1

þ h#M1
ðN – bpÞ<ZM1

, manufacturer M1 will produce
the carbon trading earnings. Otherwise, manufacturer M1

will bring the carbon trading cost. The third part of the right
side of the Eq. (12) demonstrates the carbon emissions
reduction cost when manufacturer M1 reduces carbon
emissions. The fourth part of the right side of the Eq. (12)
expresses the earnings obtained by the carbon trading of

manufacturer M2. When EM2
þ h#M2

ðN – bpÞ<ZM2
, manu-

facturer M2 will produce the carbon trading earnings.
Otherwise, the manufacturer M2 will bring the carbon
trading cost.
Thus equating the first order conditions to 0 and solving

the equations simultaneously, we get

vπC
vp

¼ N – bpð Þ – b p – cM1
– pch#M1

– cM2
– pch#M2

� �
¼0 (13)

vπC
vI

¼ pc N – bpð Þ 1ffiffi
I

p mhM1
þ nhM2

� �
– 1 ¼ 0 (14)

p*C ¼ N þ bðcM1
þ pch#M1

þ cM2
þ pch#M2

Þ
2b

(15)

ffiffiffiffiffi
I*C

q
¼ pcðmhM1

þnhM2
Þ½N – bðcM1

þpchM1
þcM2

þpchM2
Þ�

2 – 2bp2cðmhM1
þnhM2

Þ2
(16)

The Hessian Hc is as follow.

Hc ¼
– 2b – bpc

1ffiffi
I

p mhM1
þ nhM2

� �

– bpc
1ffiffi
I

p mhM1
þ nhM2

� �
–
pcðmhM1

þ nhM2
ÞðN – bpÞ

2I2

2
664

3
775

jHcðp*C,I*CÞj ¼
b½1 – bp2cðmhM1

þ nhM2
Þ2�

I*C
> 0

Therefore, (p*C, I
*
C) is the optimal solution of the profit

function (12) of the whole supply chain.
Theorem 2. I*C>I*NC.
The optimal carbon emissions reduction investment

under centralized decision-making is greater than the one
under decentralized decision making. This is due to the
double marginal effect of the supply chain decisions.
Therefore, although the price mechanism can weaken the
free riding behavior of the supply chain, existing in the

double marginal effect, the carbon emissions reduction
investment of the supply chain under decentralized
decision making still cannot achieve the optimal. More-
over, in accordance with the situation of decentralized
decision-making situations and through the Eqs. (15) and
(16), we get that the optimal retail price of the supply chain
decreases and carbon emissions reduction investment
increases with the increase of m and n.
The optimal total profit of the supply chain is as follow.

π*C ¼
½N – bðcM1

þ pchM2
ð1 – 2n

ffiffiffiffi
I*

p
Þ þ cM1

þ pchM1
ð1 – 2m

ffiffiffiffiffi
I*C

q
ÞÞ�2

4b
– pcðEM1

þ EM2
Þ – I*C þ pcðZM1

þ ZM2
Þ

(17)

Theorem 3. π*NC< π*C.
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4.3 The investment cost sharing contract

To encourage a better implementation of the supply chain
to reduce emissions and reduce the influence of a double
marginal effect on the supply chain, we designed an
investment cost sharing contract to achieve supply chain
coordination. It assumes that the carbon emissions
reduction investment ratio that manufacturerM2 undertakes
is φ (0< φ< 1), so the carbon emissions reduction

investment ratio that manufacturer M1 undertakes is 1 – φ.
By solving the optimal decisions of manufacturers M1 and
M2, we get

p*SNC ¼ 3N þ bðcM1
þ pch#M1

þ cM2
þ pch#M2

Þ
4b

(18)

ω*
SNC ¼ N – bðcM2

þ pch#M2
– cM1

– pch#M1
Þ

2b
(19)

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I*SNC

q
¼ pcðmhM1

þ nhM2
Þ½N – bðcM2

þ pchM2
þ cM1

þ pchM1
Þ�

4ð1 – φÞ – 2bp2cðmhM1
þ nhM2

Þ2 (20)

By comparing the Eqs. (8) and (20), we get that the
optimal carbon emissions reduction investment under the
investment cost-sharing contract is always greater than the
one without the investment cost-sharing contract. That is to
say, the investment cost sharing contract can slow down the
double marginal effect and improve the carbon emissions
reduction investment of the supply chain.
Corollary 1. I*SNC>I*NC, π

*
SNC>π*NC.

Next step, we need determine the scope of φ in order to
make the profits of the manufacturers M1 andM2 under the
investment cost sharing contract meet the participation
constraint and incentive compatible constraint, that is
πSNC*M1

> πNC*M1
and πNC*M2

> πNC*M2
.

Theorem 4. When 0<φ<min
2 – bx2

2
,

2 – bx2

4b – 1x – 2 – 1

� �
,

x ¼ pcðmhM1
þ nhM2

Þ, the supply chain can realize the
Pareto improvement.
Proof. By solving in equality group πSNC*M1

> πNC*M1
and

πSNC*M2
> πNC*M2

, we can get Corollary 2. φ< 1/2 always
holds.
Corollary 2 indicates that the investment cost sharing

contract can improve the optimal carbon emissions
reduction investment of the manufacturer (greater than
the optimal carbon emissions reduction investment under
the decentralized decision making) but still cannot reach
the optimal emissions reduction level under centralized
decision making.

Theorem 5. When φ* ¼ 1 –
t þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiðt – 1Þðt – 3Þp

2
,

t ¼ bp2cðmhM1
þ nhM2

Þ2, the total profit of the supply
chain under the investment cost sharing contract and
central ized decision making is equal, among
1 –

ffiffiffi
3

p
=2<φ<1=2. What is more, the higher the unit price

of carbon dioxide is, the higher the carbon emissions
reduction investment ratio that the downstream manufac-
turer undertakes.
Due to φ* satisfying theorem 5 is still smaller than 1/2,

the investment cost sharing contract may achieve the
supply chain coordination. By comparing the scope of φ*

with φmeeting participation constraint, we get Corollary 3.

90<t1<t2<1, when t2(0,t1) or t2(t2,1), the investment cost
sharing contract may achieve the supply chain coordina-
tion. Otherwise, the investment cost sharing contract
cannot achieve the supply chain coordination.
Corollary 3 indicates that the investment cost sharing

contract may not achieve the supply chain coordination in
all cases. When bp2cðmhM1

þ nhM2
Þ2 is smaller or larger, the

investment cost sharing contract cannot achieve the supply
chain coordination.

5 Model extensions

The fourth part of analysis in this paper indicates that when
the upstream manufacturer masters pricing power, it can
transfer part of the carbon emissions reduction investment
cost by the price mechanism and slow down the free riding
behavior of the downstream manufacturer. However, in
reality, in the short-term or when prices are rigid, the
investment cost of the upstream manufacturer not necessa-
rily can influence the price, thus affecting the product yield
and income. Therefore, in this part we consider the optimal
decisions of the upstream and downstream manufacturers
when the carbon emissions reduction investment cannot
influence the product price and income.
First the profit functions of manufacturer M1 and M2

without carbon emissions reduction investment are as
follows.

πM1
¼ ðω – cM1

ÞðN – bpÞ – pc½EM1
þ hM1

ðN – bpÞ – ZM1
�

(21)

πM2
¼ ðp –ω – cM2

ÞðN – bpÞ – pc½EM2
þ hM2

ðN – bpÞ – ZM2
�

(22)

By solving the model, we get the wholesale price and
retail price.

ω* ¼ N – bðcM2
þ pchM2

– cM1
– pchM1

Þ
2b

(23)
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p* ¼ 3N þ bðcM1
þ pchM1

þ cM2
þ pchM2

Þ
4b

(24)

Then, the upstream manufacturer M1 determines to
introduce carbon emissions reduction investment I to
reduce its carbon emissions, but this investment does not
affect the product yield and price. By solving the profit
function (25) of manufacturer M1 after carbon emissions
reduction,

πM1
¼ ðω* – cM1

ÞðN – bp*Þ
– pc½EM1

þ h#M1
ðN – bp*Þ –ZM1

� – I (25)

We get
ffiffiffiffi
I*

q
¼ mhM1

pc N – bp*
� �

¼ mhM1
pc½N – bðcM1

þ pchM1
þ cM2

þ pchM2
Þ�

4
(26)

By comparing Eq. (26) with Eq.(8), we know that the
optimal investment when the carbon emissions reduction
investment of the upstream manufacturer does not affect
the product price is smaller than the optimal investment
when the carbon emissions reduction investment of the
upstream manufacturer affects the product price.
Obviously, when the upstream manufacturer cannot
transfer part of the carbon emissions reduction investment
to the downstream manufacturer by the product price, its
own carbon emissions reduction investment will decrease.
This moment the economic costs due to the carbon

emissions reduction investment of the upstream and
downstream firms are as follows.

pcðhM1
– h#M1

ÞðN – bp*Þ – I* ¼ ½mhM1
pcðN – bp*Þ�2 ¼ I*

(27)

pcðhM2
– h#M2

ÞðN – bp*Þ ¼ 2mhM1
nhM2

p2cðN – bp*Þ2

¼ 2nhM2

mhM1

I* (28)

According to Eq. (28), the earnings caused by the free
riding behavior of the downstream manufacturer increase
with the increase of the initial carbon emissions of the
upstream and downstream manufacturers and the sensitive
coefficient of the emissions reduction rate of carbon
emissions reduction investment m and n. But its proportion
accounting for carbon emissions reduction investment
decreases with the increase of the initial carbon emissions
of the upstream manufacturer and the sensitive coefficient
of the emissions reduction rate of carbon emissions
reduction investment m.
If the upstream and downstream firms focus determines

the carbon emissions reduction investment, the optimal
investment of manufacturer M1 is as follow.

ffiffiffiffiffi
I*C

q
¼ pc mhM1

þ nhM2

� �
N – bp*
� �

¼ pcðmhM1
þnhM2

Þ½N–bðcM1
þpchM1

þcM2
þpchM2

Þ�
4

(29)

This moment the economic costs due to the carbon
emissions reduction investment of the upstream and
downstream firm are as follows.

pcðhM1
– híM1

ÞðN – bp*Þ – I*C

¼ ðm2h2M1
– n2h2M2

Þp2cðN – bp*Þ2

¼ m2h2M1
– n2h2M2

mhM1
þ nhM2

I*C (30)

pcðhM2
– h

0
M2
ÞðN – bp*Þ

¼ 2nhM2
ðmhM1

þ nhM2
Þp2cðN – bp*Þ2

¼ 2nhM2

mhM1
þ nhM2

I*C (31)

By comparing the carbon emissions reduction earnings
of the upstream and downstream manufacturers when the
upstream manufacturer alone makes decisions with the
earnings when the upstream and downstream manufac-
turers mutually make decisions, we can obtain that when
the upstream and downstream manufacturers determine the
carbon emissions reduction investment, the supply chain
may reduce more carbon emissions. However, the upstream
manufacturer will also carry more investment costs from
this, resulting in the earnings of the upstream manufacturer
decreasing but the downstream manufacturer getting more
free riding earnings. Therefore, the upstream and down-
stream manufacturers can establish a cost-sharing mechan-
ism to encourage the upstream manufacturer to invest to
reduce emissions based on the goal that maximizes the
profit of the whole supply chain. The scope of the
proportion of the carbon emissions reduction investment
that the downstream manufacturer undertakes is as shown
in Theorem 6.
Theorem 6.

nhM2

mhM1
þ nhM2

� �2

<φ<2
nhM2

mhM1
þ nhM2

� �2

Theorem 6 indicates that the larger the degree of free
riding of the downstream manufacturer is, the larger the
proportion of the carbon emissions reduction investment
that the downstream manufacturer undertakes is to relieve
the impact of free riding behavior to the whole supply chain
efficiency.
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6 Conclusions

This study investigates the impact of free riding on
enterprise product pricing and carbon emissions reduction
investment, as well as the contract design to achieve supply
chain coordination under the carbon trading mechanism.
The main conclusions are as follows.
When the product yield and price can be adjusted with

the carbon emissions reduction investment, the optimal
carbon emissions reduction investment of the upstream
manufacturer not only increases with the increase of the
sensitive coefficient of the emissions reduction rate of
carbon emissions reduction investment of itself, but also
rises with the increase of the degree of free riding of the
downstream manufacturer. It indicates that in this situation
the upstream manufacturer will ignore the free riding
behavior and make full use of this opportunity of carbon
emissions reduction to reduce emissions.
Due to the existence of the double marginal effect, the

optimal carbon emissions reduction investment under
centralized decision-making is greater than the one under
decentralized decision making. Under the investment cost-
sharing contract, we get that the optimal carbon emissions
reduction investment is always greater than the one without
the investment cost-sharing contract and this realizes the
Pareto improvement. However, the investment cost sharing
contract cannot make the optimal carbon emissions
reduction investment reach the optimal emissions reduction
level under centralized decision making. Only in certain
situations is the total profit of the supply chain under the
investment cost sharing contract and centralized decision-
making equal. Therefore, the investment cost sharing
contract can only partly coordinate the supply chain.
When the product yield and price cannot be adjusted

with the carbon emissions reduction investment, the
optimal carbon emissions reduction investment of the
upstream manufacturer only relates with its own sensitive
coefficient of the emissions reduction rate of the carbon
emissions reduction investment. Compared with the
situation of adjusting, its own carbon emissions reduction
investment will decrease. The earnings caused by the free
riding behavior of the downstream manufacturer increase
with the rise of the initial carbon emissions of the upstream
and downstream manufacturers and the sensitive coeffi-
cient of the emissions reduction rate of carbon emissions
reduction investment, but its proportion accounting for
carbon emissions reduction investment decreases with the
increase of the initial carbon emissions and the sensitive
coefficient of the emissions reduction rate of the carbon
emissions reduction investment of the upstream manufac-
turer. When the upstream and downstream manufacturers
focus to determine the carbon emissions reduction invest-
ment, the supply chain may achieve to reduce more carbon
emissions; however, the upstream manufacturer will also
have more investment cost from this resulting in the

earnings of the upstream manufacturer decreasing but the
downstream manufacturer getting more free riding earn-
ings. Therefore, the upstream and downstream manufac-
turers can establish a cost-sharing mechanism to encourage
the upstream manufacturer to invest to reduce emissions.
This based on the goal to maximize the profit of the whole
supply chain. Then, the proportion of the cost undertaken
by the downstream manufacturer rises with the increase of
the degree of its free riding.
This research can provide a reference for solving the

problem of free riding existing in firms in a supply chain
investing to reduce emissions. It is good for improving the
level of the enterprise’s carbon emissions reduction and
supply chain efficiency, but this paper has some limits.
First, it assumes that the upstream manufacturer is aware of
free riding behavior of the downstream manufacturer, but
in fact due to existing in an information asymmetry, the
downstream manufacturer is likely to conceal the informa-
tion of its free riding to obtain more earnings. Furthermore,
other ways of coordination and the behavior of the
consumer preferences are not considered. The above
situations will be further researched in the future.
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